
Metaphors of Top 100 Famous
Brands in the World

● Apple – The bitten apple symbolizes knowledge, innovation,

and challenging the status quo, inspired by the biblical story of the forbidden fruit.

● Nike – The brand’s name itself, derived from the Greek goddess of victory,

coupled with its ‘swoosh’ logo, evokes a sense of speed, movement, and triumph

in sports.

● Mercedes-Benz – The tri-star logo represents the brand’s mission to produce

vehicles that are “engineered like no other car in the world,” with each point

symbolizing land, sea, and air.

● McDonald’s – The golden arches are not just an ‘M’ for McDonald’s; they invoke

feelings of warmth, happiness, and a haven of delightful meals, bringing comfort

and consistency worldwide.

● Coca-Cola – The dynamic ribbon, or ‘wave’, symbolizes the pleasure and

refreshing sensation of drinking a Coke, as well as the connection and joy it

brings to people.

● Amazon – The smile from ‘A’ to ‘Z’ in its logo suggests not only happiness and

satisfaction but also the vast selection of products they offer, covering everything

from A to Z.

● Red Bull – The brand metaphorically gives you “wings”, suggesting energy,

empowerment, and the ability to soar above challenges, much like the effects of

their energy drink.

● Microsoft – The window panes in the logo metaphorically represent openness,

multiplicity, and the limitless opportunities technology can offer.



● Disney – The castle logo is a metaphor for magical experiences, fairy-tale

dreams coming true, and the ageless joy that Disney brings to people’s lives.

● Starbucks – The siren in the logo stands as a beacon, calling out to people,

much like sailors being drawn to the sirens of the sea, representing allure,

mystery, and the inviting warmth of a Starbucks experience.

● Chanel – The interlocked ‘CC’ of Coco Chanel represents elegance, simplicity,

and timelessness.

● Nestle – The nest with a mother bird and chicks stands for nurturing, care, and

consistent nourishment, mirroring the brand’s food products.

● Lego – The brand name derived from Danish “leg godt,” meaning “play well,”

emphasizes creativity, imagination, and playful learning.

● Heineken – The star on the logo is a symbol of quality, tradition, and the brand’s

aim to provide a stellar beer experience

● Samsung – The name means “three stars” in Korean, symbolizing something big,

numerous, and powerful, aligning with their vision for powerful innovation.

● Chanel – The interlocked ‘CC’ of Coco Chanel represents elegance, simplicity,

and timelessness.

● Budweiser – Often referred to as the “King of Beers,” its regal stance emphasizes

premium quality and leadership in the beer market.

● Sony – The name derives from ‘sonus’ (Latin for sound), implying a promise of

crisp, clear sound and technological excellence.

● Ford – The blue oval provides a sense of trust, longevity, and stability, traits

reflected in their vehicles.

● Colgate – The ribbon on the logo signifies fresh, pristine cleanliness, akin to a

morning’s fresh breeze.

● Hermès – Recognized by its horse-drawn carriage logo, it signifies luxury with

roots in craftsmanship and equestrian elegance.



● Nikon – The black and yellow color contrast represents clarity and precision,

vital for a brand that specializes in imaging and optics.

● Vodafone – The speech mark logo signifies voice and communication,

highlighting connectivity and conversation.

● Spotify – The sound waves logo underscores the brand’s central premise:

endless streaming and discovery of music.

● Harley-Davidson – The eagle soaring reflects freedom, power, and the open

road, capturing the essence of a Harley ride.

● KFC – Colonel Sanders’ face not only represents the founder but also trust,

authenticity, and the original recipe’s heritage.

● Shell – The shell symbol underscores energy in its many forms, from petroleum

to renewables.

● Dove – The bird represents purity, softness, and gentleness, aligning with the

brand’s promise for skincare.

● Gucci – The interlocked G’s stand for the founder’s initials but also luxury,

trendsetting, and timeless style.

● Kellogg’s – The signature is a stamp of approval, signifying trust, quality, and

nourishing breakfasts.

● Pringles – The caricature suggests a fun, unique, and flavorful snacking

experience.

● H&M – The brand offers fashion and quality at the best price, emphasizing

modernity and sustainability

● Cartier – The panther symbolizes sensuality, elegance, and boldness, reflecting

their luxury products.

● Dell – The tilted ‘E’ in the logo underscores striving, pushing boundaries, and

technological innovation.



● Porsche – The horse on the logo stands for horsepower, speed, and

unmatched performance.

● Virgin – The name itself is a metaphor, representing purity, newness, and

uncharted territory, aligning with their innovative endeavors.

● Gap – The name signifies what it aimed to fill: the “gap” between generations,

offering stylish yet accessible apparel.

● Lancôme – The rose in the logo represents beauty, femininity, and rejuvenation,

aligning with their beauty products.

● Adobe – Named after a creek behind the founder’s house, it symbolizes flow,

innovation, and creativity.

● Gillette – The brand’s name and tagline, “The Best a Man Can Get,” emphasize

excellence, precision, and male grooming.

● Tiffany & Co. – The robin egg blue color is not just a hue; it’s a promise of luxury,

elegance, and timeless jewelry.

● GoPro – The brand name itself suggests professionalism and motion, urging

users to “go” and capture professional-grade footage on the move

● Uber – The name, derived from the German word meaning “above” or “over”,

suggests superiority and also encapsulates the concept of “everywhere” and

“always available.”

● Oreo – The cookie design, dark biscuits with a white cream center,

metaphorically represents balance, unity, and the idea that opposites create a

harmonious blend.

● IKEA – The brand’s blue and yellow color scheme reflects its Swedish heritage,

while its DIY furniture approach metaphorically empowers consumers to “build”

their own spaces.

● Airbnb – The brand name suggests “air bed and breakfast”, emphasizing homey,

accessible travel experiences everywhere.



● Nescafé – Merging “Nestle” and “café”, the name metaphorically promises a

cafe-like experience at home.

● L’Oréal – Their tagline “Because You’re Worth It” reinforces self-worth, beauty,

and personal empowerment.

● Louis Vuitton – The LV monogram and luggage designs reflect journeys, luxury

travels, and timeless elegance.

● Under Armour – The name suggests protection, resilience, and enhanced athletic

performance.

● Sprite – The brand evokes freshness, clarity, and rejuvenation, akin to a sprite in

folklore, known for its swift, clear waters.

● Burberry – The equestrian knight logo symbolizes protection, British heritage,

and outdoor durability.

● Mastercard – The intersecting circles represent the interconnected nature of

global finance and the inclusivity of digital transactions.

● Reebok – The vector logo, an abstract take on the Union Jack, symbolizes

movement, speed, and international appeal.

● Subway – The arrows at the start and end of the logo suggest choices,

movement, and the custom journey of making your sandwich.

● Monster Energy – The clawed M represents a burst of energy, power, and a

slightly rebellious nature.

● Hugo Boss – The brand’s sleek, black design suggests sophistication, authority,

and high fashion.

● Mozilla Firefox – The fiery fox encircling the globe stands for speed, global reach,

and a burning passion for open-source principles.

● Converse – The star in their logo represents excellence and also serves as a nod

to the American dream.



● Huawei – The flower in the logo symbolizes growth, connections, and

flourishing technological innovation.

● FedEx – The hidden arrow between the ‘E’ and ‘x’ suggests speed, accuracy,

and forward movement.

● Walmart – The star, or spark, in the logo embodies inspiration, excellence, and

bringing light to the world of retail

● Wendy’s – The red-headed girl, Wendy, suggests home-cooked, wholesome

meals, emphasizing familiarity and authenticity.

● Motorola – The dual-tower design signifies transmission and communication,

reflecting their roots in telecommunications.

● NVIDIA – The eye logo represents vision, clarity, and focus on graphic

innovation.

● Jeep – The front grille design in the logo reflects ruggedness, adventure, and

off-road journeys.

● Ralph Lauren – The polo player logo captures elegance, sporting sophistication,

and timeless style

● Ray-Ban – The name itself suggests “banning rays” from the sun, which

emphasizes protection while ensuring style.

● T-Mobile – The magenta color and the ‘T’ suggest vibrant connectivity and the

mobile revolution it represents.

● Lamborghini – The raging bull in the logo underscores power, speed, and the

brand’s fiery spirit, also reflecting the founder’s zodiac sign, Taurus.

● Red Bull – The brand promises to “give wings”, metaphorically suggesting

energy, soaring through challenges, and elevated performance.

● Zara – Their minimalist logo mirrors the brand’s approach to fashion: sleek,

modern, and always evolving.



● GAP – The brand name signifies bridging the “gap” between generations and

styles, emphasizing inclusive fashion.

● HSBC – The hexagonal shape is a universal symbol of banking and finance,

reflecting trust, strength, and stability.

● Swarovski – The swan in the logo symbolizes grace, elegance, and the pristine

beauty of their crystal products.

● Pandora – Just as Pandora’s box held unexpected treasures, the brand promises

unique and personalized jewelry treasures for every individual.

● Philips – The waves and stars in the logo represent electric light and sound

waves, emphasizing innovation and technology.

● GoDaddy – The quirky name suggests domain authority in an accessible, friendly

manner, resonating with their target of small business owners.

● Tag Heuer – The shield in the logo signifies resilience, prestige, and a legacy in

precision timekeeping.

● Costa Coffee – The coffee bean shaped logo conveys warmth, authenticity, and a

genuine love for coffee.

● Pfizer – The blue pill design encapsulates pharmaceutical innovation, trust, and

well-being.

● Volvo – The circle with an arrow, an ancient symbol for iron, signifies strength,

safety, and durability.

● Levi’s – The two-horse logo symbolizes the strength of their jeans, reflecting

resilience and enduring quality.

● Dyson – The brand’s designs often showcase the product’s internals,

metaphorically emphasizing clarity, innovation, and transparency in design and

function.

● Lexus – The ‘L’ in the oval stands for luxury, precision, and attention to detail.



● Kodak – The color red and yellow evoke memories, warmth, and the

moments the brand aims to capture.

● Fitbit – The logo’s dots signify movement, steps, and progress in one’s fitness

journey, encapsulating the brand’s health-centric focus

● Tommy Hilfiger – The flag logo, inspired by the International Code of Signals’ flag

for the letter “H”, signifies quality and represents the brand’s American roots and

nautical spirit.

● Puma – The leaping cougar represents agility, strength, and athletic

performance, aligning with their sportswear products.

● Panasonic – The name translates to “a complete sound” from Pan-Sonic,

emphasizing comprehensive audio and electronic solutions.

● Rolls-Royce – The Spirit of Ecstasy hood ornament signifies luxury, grace, and

forward momentum.

● Nestlé – The brand name, meaning ‘little nest’ in French, emphasizes nurturing,

care, and nutrition.

● Audi – The four interlinked rings symbolize the four founding companies of Auto

Union, emphasizing unity and collaboration.

● Starbucks – The twin-tailed siren, drawn from maritime folklore, beckons people

with allure, stories, and the love for coffee.

● Hershey’s – The shape of their iconic chocolate represents segments of

happiness, with each piece offering a bite of joy.

● Breitling – The winged anchor logo signifies mastery of both air and sea, aligning

with their aviation and diving watches.

● Clinique – The subtle “C” in their logo suggests clarity, cleanliness, and

commitment to allergen-free skincare.

● Peugeot – The lion emblem represents strength, agility, and speed, mirroring the

characteristics of their vehicles.



● John Deere – The leaping deer against a yellow and green background

represents growth, agriculture, and commitment to those linked to the land.

● Netflix – The ‘N’ emblem with its dynamic ribboning effect symbolizes the

streaming of endless content, anytime and anywhere..
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